A. Programs Remote ID
B. Displays PPV Menu
C. Opens Caller ID Screen
D. Exits Current Menu
E. Arrows move cursor in Program Guide & menu
screens
F. Scans through favorite channels
G. Adjusts TV volume
H. Turns TV sound on/off
I. Selects channels (0-9)
J. Moves Program Guide back 24 hours
K. Programs Gateway ID
L. Powers TV On/Off and Tunes to default channel
M. Displays Program Guide
N. Pages up & down in Program Guide & menu
screens
O. Displays Program Guide
P. Selects highlighted option
Q. Recalls last channel
R. Displays current channel & program info
S. Changes program channel
T. Moves Program Guide forward 24 hours

Programming the TV Code using the Code Search Method
This will allow your remote to control the Power and Volume on your TV
1. Press the MUTE button and hold it down until the LED at the top of the
remote control flashes rapidly.
2. Press and release the POWER key. The remote is now in TV code scan
programming mode.
3. Repeatedly press and release the UP button (above the SELECT button)
to scan through all TV codes. **When you reach the correct TV code, the
TV will automatically turn on, or off if it was previously on. Note that the
LED will flash rapidly once you have scanned through all the codes, and
then it will continue to go through the codes again in a continuous wrap.
4. Press the SELECT button to store the TV code. The LED flashes rapidly,
then stops, indicating that the TV code has been stored.
5. Repeat procedure for each remote control.
6. If you press the up key too rapidly, you may pass the TV code before the
time the TV turns on or off. If you are not sure you are sorting the correct
TV code, press the down key slowly to cycle back through codes that
have been previously scanned.
7. When the TV turns off, or on if it was previously off, press SELECT at
that point to store the TV code.
Programming the Remote Control ID
This assigns the remote control to a particular TV (video stream)
1. Press and continue to hold the A button until the LED at the top of the
remote flashes rapidly.
2. Enter the following three-digit sequence: 7-8-9. The remote is now in
programming mode.
3. Do ONE of the following:
· For Main TV (with TV on channel 6): Press 1
· For 2nd TV (with TV on channel 7): Press 2
· For 3rd TV (with TV on channel 13): Press 3
Setting the Gateway ID
You should rarely (and probably never) need to do this!
1. Press the B button and hold it down until the LED at the top of the remote
flashes rapidly.
2. Release the B button.
3. Enter the following three key sequence: 7-8-9. The remote is now in
programming mode. You can set the GATEWAY ID.
4. Enter the three digit code assigned to your TV set top box. The valid
range is 004-255. You Must enter a number with three digits, even if it
contains leading zeroes. Examples of valid values are: 009, 012, 124, or
255.

